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Actions are important. We need to know how to do all sorts of actions
in our everyday lives, like using a fork to eat and using a pen to write.
We have an easier time understanding the actions we see other people
do if we have done the same actions before ourselves. It helps us
understand why other people choose to use the same action. Adults
know lots of different actions, but babies are still learning how to do
many things. They are just learning how to move around and how to
play with toys. Babies also understand more about actions they have
done before than actions they have not done. Is there something
happening in their brains that might help them understand the actions
they have done? Do babies’ brains respond differently when they see
an action they know how to do compared with one they have never
done? Let us find out.
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INTRODUCTION
As an adult, I might learn new actions by taking a dance class or trying out a sport I have never done before. Learning new actions is not
unusual, but for most people, their day-to-day actions are not so different from what they have done in the past. On the other hand, babies
are constantly learning new things. They are discovering new objects,
learning to move in new ways, and playing with new toys. You probably
do not remember, but when you were a baby, you started out able to
move your hands and arms but did not have much control over how
you reached for new toys and played with them. Within the first year of
life, babies are learning how to do lots of things themselves, but they
are also figuring out how and why other people do things.

EEG
Abbreviated from
encephalography. EEG
is used for measuring
electrical activity in the
brain. EEG caps are
worn which have lots
of sensors called
electrodes in them.
When these sensors
make contact with a
person’s head, they can
detect electrical activity
in the brain. This brain
activity can then be
seen as waves on a
computer.

NEURON
Neurons are special
cells found in your
brain. They are
responsible for many
important functions in
your body, including
breathing, moving,
thinking, and feeling.
There are lots of
neurons in your brain
and these cells
communicate with
each other by using
small amounts of
electricity.

Research has taught us that learning how to do things themselves helps
babies understand more about why other people do those same actions
[1]. This is interesting, because it means that learning new actions is
important both for learning those new skills and for learning more about
other people around us. We know that this is also true for adults. Some
experiments have looked at brain activity in adult professional dancers
who practice difficult dance moves but also watch dance partners move
in ways they cannot. This research has shown that when the dancers
watch other people perform dance moves, their brains react more to
dance moves that they can do themselves, compared with the moves
they cannot do [2, 3]. It seems that being able to do a certain action
changes how adult brains react when they see other people doing the
same action. This made us wonder if babies’ brains, which have much
less experience with actions than adult brains, also react differently to
actions the babies can do.
We wanted to find out if babies’ brains also respond more to an action
they already know how to do themselves compared to one they have
only watched other people do. But before we go on to tell you how
we conducted our study, we will explain how we measured the brain
activity of babies.

HOW CAN YOU MEASURE WHAT IS GOING ON IN A BABY’S
BRAIN?
To look at brain activity, we used a technique called electroencephalography (electro-en-ce-pha-lo-gra-phy), or EEG for short. EEG is
used for measuring electrical activity in the brain. Your brain is made
up of approximately 86 billion tiny brain cells called neurons. Neurons
communicate with each other by sending small amounts of electricity to each other, and it is this communication that enables your brain
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ELECTRODE
Electrodes are special
types of sensors that
pick up electrical
activity. They are
normally made of
metal.

Babies’ Brains and Learning

to perform all its functions. To pick up this electrical signal, we had
babies wear a special cap with lots of wires on it (see Figure 1A). These
wires are called electrodes and they can detect these tiny electrical signals in the brain, just by making contact with the baby’s head.
We were then able to see brain activity in the forms of waves on our
computer screen.

BRAIN ACTIVITY: THE MU RHYTHM
MU RHYTHM
This is a type of signal
in the brain. It changes
when we do an action/
movement or when we
see someone else do
an action/movement.

SENSORIMOTOR
CORTEX
This is the area of your
brain that is responsible
for actions and
movements. It also
processes information
received about touch,
body position and body
movement.

One measure we can get from this electrical signal is a brain wave
called the mu rhythm. The mu rhythm tells us about brain activity
that is happening in the sensorimotor cortex (see Figure 1B), an area
of the brain that controls actions and movements as well as handling
information about touch, body position and body movement. The mu
rhythm is measured using the sensors in the middle of the EEG cap,
known as the central region, which is found on the top of your head.
Why did we use the mu rhythm to measure brain activity in response
to actions? One reason is because we can measure this type of brain
activity in babies easily using EEG. Other methods of measuring brain
activity require the study participant to lie very still in a machine for a
long time, which is not practical for babies. The other reason we used
the mu rhythm is that we already know that the mu rhythm responds
most when people are either doing something or watching someone
else do something. For example, we know that the mu rhythm is active
when babies watch another person doing something like reaching for a
toy [4]. Based on this knowledge, we can then test how different kinds
of actions change this activity. In our study, we used these changes
in the mu rhythm to measure if there was a greater change in babies’
brain activity for actions they learned how to do themselves compared
with actions they had only seen other people do.

Figure 1
(A) A picture of a baby
wearing an EEG cap in
one of our experiments.
(B) Here is an image of a
human brain. The area
highlighted in blue is the
sensorimotor cortex
(Brain image was
adapted from source
https://www.
macmillan.org.uk/
information-andsupport/braintumours/
understanding-cancer/
the-brain.html).

Figure 1
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LEARNING ACTIONS FOR OUR EXPERIMENT
We had 17 babies learn two actions, using some fun toys that had unique
sounds paired with the outcome of the actions being completed. One
of the toys was a wooden puppet on top of a box, which spun around
when the box was hit with a stick-like tool (see Figure 2A). The other
was a box with a small hole in the top. A hook tool was used to pull a
toy duck into the hole (see Figure 2B). The 10-months-old babies and
their parents took both toys home for a week to play. When they were
at home, the babies practiced playing with one of the toys and only
watched their parent playing with the other toy. Each action was seen or
practiced about three times over the week, for about 5 min each time.
The toys we chose for our study were new to the babies and required
actions they had not previously learned how to do. We chose these
unique toys because we needed to study actions that 10-months-old
babies would not yet know how to do physically but could learn in a
short period of time.

ACTION OUTCOMES
Action outcomes are
the consequences of
an action being
completed. In this
experiment, a unique
sound was made
whenever one of the
actions on the toys was
completed, creating a
link between the action
and the sound.

After a week of playing with the toys, babies and their parents came
into our lab to take part in our EEG experiment. When babies came
back to the lab, they sat on their parents’ lap, wearing an EEG cap so we
could measure their brain responses, while they paid attention to the
action outcomes. We made sure babies were sitting still, so we could
be sure that mu rhythm activity was not related to the baby’s movements but was the result of attending to the actions.

PERFORMING ACTIONS CHANGES THE MU RHYTHM
We already knew from other studies that the mu rhythm is activated
when babies watch others perform actions [4]. In our study, we wondered if there would be a greater change in babies’ mu rhythm activity for an action they had done themselves compared with an action
they had only seen being done before. We expected that there would

Figure 2
(A) A baby learning one
of our new actions at
home. When the baby
hits the toy with the
stick the puppet spins.
(B) A baby watching
her mum perform one
of our new actions at
home. She pulls the
duck into the hole with
a hook.

Figure 2
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Figure 3
In this graph, you can
see that brain activity
changed the most for
the action babies had
done before (the red
bar) compared with the
action that they had
only seen before (the
blue bar).

Figure 3

be a greater change in mu rhythm activity for the action the babies
practiced doing themselves. But why did we expect this? As we already
mentioned, we knew from previous research that adults show greater
changes in brain activity when they see actions that they have tried doing
themselves compared to actions they have only seen other people do [2].
We thought that we might find the same pattern in babies. We also knew
from other studies that babies understand more about why we use an
action once they are able to do it themselves, which we thought might
have something to do with changes in the sensorimotor cortex [5].
So, what did we find? Just like in adults, the action that the babies had
done themselves resulted in a greater change in brain activity than the
action they only had seen their parent do. We even found that babies
who were better at doing the action were even more likely to show this
change in brain activity. As you can see in Figure 3, the red bar shows that
brain activity in the sensorimotor cortex, which we measured using the
mu rhythm, changed the most for the action babies learned themselves.
We only detected this effect from the sensors in the central region of
the EEG cap that we mentioned earlier, and not in other regions. This
supports our prediction that there would be a greater change in brain
activity for the action the babies did themselves, compared with the
action they only watched their parent do. So, we can see that, in babies,
the mu rhythm can be changed by learning to perform, rather than just
by watching, new actions.

WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
Our study found that the brain activity that occurs while watching an action
is greatly changed if the baby had performed the action in the previous
week, but not if the baby had only observed his or her parent performing
the action in the previous week. In other words, the sensorimotor cortex,
the part of the brain that responds to actions, responded more to the
action that babies had previously done themselves. This suggests that
kids.frontiersin.org
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there is something special about actively practicing how to do an action,
rather than just passively observing that action being done.
Before this study, we did not know whether babies’ brains would show
us that doing actions was important for understanding those actions.
Now we know that, for babies, having active experience with an action is
crucial for activating the sensorimotor cortex. So why is this important?
Understanding how the brain learns about actions could help us better
understand the ways that babies and children learn best. Our findings
suggest that it might be helpful for parents to let their babies try out new
actions for themselves, rather than just showing them actions, because
the babies will learn more by doing an action themselves. When the
babies later see another person performing that action, they are more
likely to understand why that person might want to use that action. This
sort of understanding helps us know more about the people around us.
This is similar to how, at school, you are probably told to “actively engage”
with learning, rather than passively observe—because active engagement helps you to learn better. For example, imagine you wanted to learn
how to score a goal in soccer (football). While you can learn a bit about
the technique from watching professional soccer players scoring on TV,
you will probably best learn how to do this by practicing scoring goals
on the soccer pitch yourself. If you learn by doing, then in the future,
you will probably have a better understanding of why professional soccer players kick the ball in particular ways when trying to score a goal.
Even though this study showed that babies’ brains respond more to
actions they have practiced themselves, we have still got lots more
research to do to help us understand how this impacts babies’ learning
and development. Want to know more? Get involved in science and
help us answer more questions about babies’ brains!
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